
It has now been over a year of living in a pandemic. 

With vaccinations being distributed every day, paired with 

the need for testing and patient care increasing, the 

healthcare industry is more relied on than ever before.

The Healthcare industry is data-oriented. For hospital 

groups and doctors to meet their patient’s needs, they 

need ultra reliable cloud applications that can access data 

and health information so that it is easily accessible, 

manageable, and scalable. 

So What’s The Problem?

What Can Opsani Do To Help?
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How Can Opsani Address This? 
Opsani is the only technology company that can 

continuously tune cloud applications for their optimal 

performance, lowest cloud spend, and best reliability. 

We use AI and machine learning to tune all of the key 

elements of your cloud apps simultaneously. Opsani’s 

Continuous Optimization as a Service (COaaS) is being 

used by leading companies in highly regulated 

industries from financial services to healthcare to 

transportation. 
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The pandemic has led to increased demand in patient 

treatment. This entails scheduling vaccinations and treatments, 

resulting in cloud applications receiving sometimes random 

increases in traffic. This can hinder application performance. 

In this time of uncertainty, we want to provide your patients 

with a positive experience when interacting with your 

cloud applications. 

We can do this by ensuring your application is running at its 

best performance and reliability. We want to offer a 

year of free software to help healthcare application owners be 

confident their application is reliable and as fast as possible. 

You’ve taken care of us this pandemic. Now let us take care of 

your cloud applications. 
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Our software is HIPAA compliant, we don’t touch your 

PHI or PII. With such valuable information, it is important 

for us to note our software is safe for you to engage with. 

Our onboarding process is very easy to get up and running 

quickly. We know your patient security is your number one 

priority, our software will not impact your application 

security.

The Servo 

The servo is a container deployed alongside your 

applications in your cloud. The servo communicates 

securely with the SaaS backend via https on port 443, 

making it easily deployable in nearly all environments 

without having to reconfigure any firewall settings.

Because of its narrow and well-defined functionality, the 

servo is lightweight and with nearly no system overhead.

The servo is responsible for reading system measurements 

from your monitoring platform and reporting them back 

to Opsani’s ML engines in the cloud. Once the ML backend 

analyzes the results, it replies to the servo with a set of 

runtime configuration adjustments. The servo then makes 

those changes and, again, reports monitoring system 

measurements back to the Opsani ML backend.

Opsani is a closed loop system. The feedback loop 

between the servo and the ML backend creates an 

autonomous AIOps platform that takes new system 

feedback and makes the appropriate, intelligent 

adjustments. In contrast, most AIOps systems do 

deliver a one-time recommendation that often is 

either unreliable or suboptimal.

Our Technology: App Performance & Reliability 

How it works: 
Opsani’s CO platform has two key components:

1. The servo 

2. The Opsani CO SaaS backend. 
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The Opsani backend service is a multi-tenant SaaS 

microservices architecture. Core to this service is a set of 4 

distinct but complementary ML engines that reinforce 

each other’s learning, thereby accelerating the discovery of 

optimized settings for applications monitored and 

controlled by the servo. Because a service’s operational 

environment can be “noisy,” Opsani deploys a pipeline of 

noise filtering algorithms to provide higher quality data to 

the ML engines, again in pursuit of accelerating the 

discovery of optimal settings.  Other important services in 

the Opsani SaaS service include a cost analysis engine and 

a performance predictor.  The cost analysis engine works 

concurrently with performance optimization. The result is a 

range of system configuration settings that favor 

performance maximization or cost minimization. The 

platform then discovers the optimal efficiency setting - 

best performance - cost point - and recommends it as the 

operational system setting.

Performance Predictor learns the service or applications 

load patterns and can proactively inform a load balancer 

to request for additional instances, thereby eliminating 

system lag during peak times and correctly retiring 

instances to reduce computational costs.

Opsani SaaS Backend

If you want to see how Continuous Optimization as a Service (COaaS) can help 

your industry achieve just that, learn more about Opsani products here. If you 

want to see the action first hand, feel welcome to request a free trial. 

Visit www.opsani.com for 
one year of free software.

Cloud Optimization Requires 
System Orchestration

Opsani CO is possible because of the orchestration 

between multiple components:

Opsani SaaS ML backend

Opsani servo, co-resident with target 

applications and services 

Your monitoring system of choice

Your deployment pipeline tool of choice 

(optional)
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By orchestrating these pieces, 

and while results vary by 

services, Opsani shaves its 

operational costs by 50% on 

average and boosts your 

cloud service’s performance 

by 2X.


